November 2019 KGNU BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES
KGNU 2019 ANNUAL MEETING
KGNU Board of Directors
November 11, 2019
KGNU BOULDER Studios
4700 Walnut Street, Denver, CO

Board members attending
Risë Keller - Chair
Barbara Stern - Vice Chair
Carl Armon - Treasurer
Roz Brown – Acting Secretary
Tim Russo – Station Manager (Ex-Officio
Board)
Elena Klaver
Sanford Baran
Rebekah Hartman
Staff Attending:
Evan Perkins
Sarah Shirazi
Dave Ashton
George Figgs
Verity Matthews
Maeve Conran
Rossana Longo
Indra Raj

Public attending:
Deborah Shane
Liz Lane
Jon Walton
Joy Barrett
Bill Hogrewe
Nile Southern
Eli Kalen
Iris Berkeley
David McIntosh
Dennis Rider
Chris Mohr
Steve Newell
Frank Dagnillo
Robert Hastings
George Codding
Mary Neff

Meeting called to order: 6:05 pm
Board Action: November 2019 Board Meeting minutes approved.
No additional agenda items
Public comment:
Nile Southern: KGNU’s Nominating Committee is making a video about how volunteers
could get more involved at KGNU.
Announcements:
Barbara Stern: Reminder that the 2019 annual station retreat is Sat. Jan. 25 at the
Workability site in Denver. More info to follow.

Risë Keller: Reminder that the station Holidaze Party and Volunteer Celebration is at the
Highland City Club, 885 Arapahoe Ave., on Fri., Dec. 13, from 5:30-8:30 p.m. with an
after-party at OZO Coffee -1015 Pearl Street.
Opening Remarks to KGNU Annual Meeting by Board Chair: Rise Keller
- Attached in appendix of presentations
Station Manager Report to Annual Meeting: Tim Russo
- Attached in appendix of presentations
Staff Annual Report Presentations to the Board:
- Attached in appendix of presentations
Committee Annual Report Presentation to the Board:
- Attached in appendix of presentations
Nominating Committee Proposed New Executive Committee Slate:
Board Chair – Rebekah Hartman
Vice Chair – Barbara Stern
Treasurer – Carl Armon
Secretary – Roz Brown
Board Action: Board moved to vote on proposed slate.
Motion for new Executive Committee slate was approved by the board as proposed.
Meeting adjourned at 9:50 pm

Board Chair remarks at the KGNU Annual Meeting
November 11, 2019
I’m always doing work that involves looking forward, and then making sure I see what is
right in front of me. In editing, I call this “zooming in and zooming out.” On the board, we are
always looking at snapshots of where KGNU is right now: “How did we do on the drive?” “How
many board members do we have?” And that is always overlain by a view of our vision, and our
five-, ten-, and twenty-year goals.
This is a new way of thinking for me, in ten-year chunks, and I’m seeing how intoxicating it
can be. I still remember sending an email addressed to my fellow Boardies. I wrote something
along the lines of, “Let’s dream big! Let’s pop our top or achieve something that puts KGNU on
great footing for decades!”
Because I could see how looking at the hear-and-now could make it seem like “we can’t get
there from here, “ or “It will take forever to do that, so we can’t really achieve much while we’re
here.” But every day I am surrounded by people who have great visions for how to truly serve
our underserved communities and how to help younger media-makers learn skills early (before
the self-consciousness of adolescence overwhelms them – good luck to us with that!).
Weirdly, every since I sent that email, I feel all this dreaming is making some things real.
And by dreaming big, I don’t think we have to become corporate, or sterile, or something we’re
not.
But we have so many resources that we make so much possible. We have amazing skills and
people willing to share their skills with others. We have the privilege of being that rare beast: a
nonprofit, community-supported radio station. Not everyone can say that!
And to survive in our densifying region, we need to help people who don’t yet know about
KGNU learn who we are, so we can share what we have to offer. We need to be able to expand
our collective visiona nd grow into new roles in the community.
When I zoom out, I can see us gaining the financial support to receive the City of Boulder’s
$1.25 mission match that was approved by 85 percent of the city’s voters two years ago. I can
envision the youth and multicultural media training center. I can picture the performing arts
venue and on-site café. I can hear people in the community say, “I want to learn how to podcast.
I’ll take a class at KGNU!” I see us trading stories with journalists on the 3rd Floor of the new
Buell Media Center in downtown Denver next fall. The more I see of that vision, the more I want
to share it with everyone who doesn’t know about KGNU… yet.
And that picture reminds me to zoom in close and see what it is that makes KGNU such a
vital resource that means so much and so many things to so many different people. Yes, it’s the
people. Every one of us brings so many of our own hopes and dreams to this radio station that
together we create this thing that in some ways is so much bigger than ourselves but also exactly
represents our many talents and quirks and gifts and abilities and capacities to make change, or

structure, or plans, or funding materialize out of what looks like thin air but is more like the fruit
of a thousand conversations.
It is my privilege to throw in with the board and volunteers and staff to facilitate change and
growth and vision, and affirm who we are and what we need in the here and now.
Having read your reports and plans for the future, I know KGNU is in amazing hands. I can’t
wait to see what the future brings, and I appreciate every one of you who has brought us to where
we are now, who has made this station what it is today. You have my gratitude, and my
admiration.
—Risë Keller

2019 Annual Report – Station Manager
Tim Russo
Welcome everyone.
In considering the KGNU 2019 year in review, I congratulate everyone for the tremendous work, events,
programming and activities that staff, the board, committees and volunteers engaged in throughout the
year. The work was inspiring, humbling and not surprisingly, revealed several common threads. 2019
was coupled with fast paced shifts in the media landscape and the evolution of new partnerships that
have formed over the course of the year.
At a recent event dubbed, “Local Voices for Local News,” organized by Free Press, a handful of local
media outlets, academics, activists, and community members gathered to discuss what journalism could
or may look like along the Front Range in 5 years. KGNU’s Rossana Longo, a speaker at the event,
highlighted a distinguishing factor embodied in KGNU’s many decades of work, a factor that many
participants clamored for as something they believed should be more prevalent in the media landscape
for a successful future. She evoked the Kichwa concept of the minga, meaning a collective work, and
shared that embracing the minga is necessary for a healthy media-landscape.
Rossana’s mention of the minga, drove me to recall that for decades, an indigenous, campesina, and
communications rights based collaborative of media makers from the Global South has developed a
space and concept known as the minga informativa, an informational workspace serving the collective
good. Much like the minga informativa - KGNU is, in essence, a collectively supported informational
clearinghouse of media, music, culture, voices, and perspectives from the community that serves the
collective good, driving an informed and engaged community that aspires for a better society.
As Nannette Hobson of Montgomery Community Media recently said in a similar local voices forum in
Montgomery, as community media “We can be responsive to community needs on any given day
because we are the community…It’s time to include community media in our thinking about the future
of local news.”
It is this type of thinking that is beginning to shift the focus of strategic partnerships locally as the US is
faced with some of the most aggressive media consolidation in its history. Just this week the two largest
owners of newspapers nationwide, Gannett and GateHouse will hold a shareholders vote to approve the
$1.4 billion dollar merger of the more than 667 papers they own, to the chagrin of Bernie Lunzer,
president of NewsGuild-CWA who says this “will hurt the communities these media organizations
serve… [and that] to fund the merger, local papers will likely disappear, jobs will be slashed, and
journalism will suffer” as the new entity strives to reduce $300 million in spending annually to raise their
short term profits.
The merger will gobble up another six Colorado based newspapers including the Fort Collins Coloradoan
and the Pueblo Chieftain. Alden Global Capital’s Media News Group (owners of the Daily Camera,
Longmont Observer, Denver Post, Colorado Daily, et al) made a failed attempt at a hostile takeover of
Gannett earlier this year. Ironically the failed takeover, resulted in the hedge fund forming a strategy to

embark on secretive moves to buy a lucrative quantity of voting shares in both the Gannett and
GateHouse parent companies, 4.2% and 9.4% respectively further driving the stock lower, potentially
hurting the merger or opening them up for Alden to acquire even greater shares in both entities.
Why any of this would be relevant to KGNU could boggle the mind. In short, as legacy print squeeze
maximum profits from a failed business model as Facebook and Google gobble up nearly 70% of all
online advertising revenue; there is a scurry to create “new” models. These models include, examples
like the Salt Lake Tribune filing to transition from a traditional for-profit newspaper to a non-profit
newspaper, approved last week by the IRS, or the Philadelphia Inquirer being donated to the community
through the Lenfest Institute, or the creation of two online digital papers in Colorado by ex-Denver Post
and Rocky Mountain News staffers. Virtually all of these outlets are now pulling pages from the public
and community media handbooks as they look for sustainable revenue models.
The shifting media landscape locally represents opportunities and challenges for KGNU. Several
partnerships and opportunities have already arisen; including working together with the Community
Foundation Boulder County on the Equity Reporting Initiative; developing options for KGNU Denver 2.0
at the Buell Media Center; forging forward with the KGNU capital expansion projects to build an
improved community media center; and several possible collaborative efforts with members of the
Colorado Media Project, RMCR, and others that will be shared throughout the reports this evening.
As KGNU continues our path forward, with every opportunity, challenges will exist and within each
challenge, opportunities will emerge. In order to harness the potential of emerging opportunities and to
overcome the challenges we encounter, we will need to continue to work collectively together, to
strengthen our organization, our minga informativa, offering opportunities internally to improve our
structures and capacity, while providing tools for the community to inform, educate, entertain and
amplify the many voices of which it is comprised.
Building community is not meant to be an easy endeavor but rather a necessary journey that when
embarked on together can flourish. As the closing quote says on COMPPA’s La Voz Que Vuela: A
practical guide for women in community media, “Ha llegado el momento de echar a volar nuestras
voces. Estas lista? Toma aire, enofca tu mente, tu mirada, y tu Corazon, y !sueltate! Empezamos el
vuelo.”
“The moment has arrived for our voices to take flight. Are you ready? Take a breath; focus your mind,
your vision, and now your heart. Let yourself go! The flight has begun!
Thank you.

Annual Meeting Report - 2019
Music Department
Written by Indra Raj

Summary
Overall, 2019 has been eventful, largely due to my pregnancy and the changes/adaptations that
came along with it. Knowing that I would be out for four months (July - October) meant that a lot
of my energy in the first half of 2019 was put towards making sure we had a good Interim Music
Director in place while I was out, and making sure that person had all of the information/tools
available to them to do the job well. Moreover, with Sean Makau’s departure from the
Promotions Director position in May, I needed to take over some of the immediate voids with
ticketing myself for a bit until we were able to bring Joel Davis on as our Interim Tickets
Coordinator. As a result of these unexpected twists and turns, many of the goals I had outlined
for myself in 2019 had to take a backseat to other more pressing needs. That said, the shift in
priorities allowed space for other important projects to gain ground, which I will highlight below.

Highlights
Music Department Organization
With Carrie Marks stepping in as Interim Music Director from July - October, I knew it was
important to make sure she had clear guides and resources available to her to handle the
various aspects of the job while I was out. As a result, I spent a large part of this year gathering
all the various resources I use regularly into a system that Carrie could make use of easily while
she was in the position. It was a huge task, but now these resources are available for anyone
who theoretically stepped into this position, which will hopefully ensure continuity and
organization with the music department for many years to come.
Ticketing and KGNU Presents
Sean left the Promotions Director position in May, at which point we had a complete drop off in
on-air ticket giveaways, additional Presents shows, and more. Recognizing that this was a void
that needed to be filled immediately, I jumped into the ticketing side of things for about a week
while we transitioned Joel Davis into the Interim Tickets Coordinator position. Since then, Joel
has worked diligently to refine the tickets and KGNU Presents submission process. According to
feedback I’ve received and what I’ve noticed from listening on-air and peeking at Joel’s systems
behind the scenes, it seems that our ticketing department is stronger than ever. We have
regular and high-quality ticket giveaways on all of our major shows, and volunteers have had
consistent access to concerts as requested. Our Presents listings have improved in quality and
variety as well.

KGNU Music Library
Thanks to a consistent and regular system for incorporating new music into the KGNU library,
we were able to enter 1849 new titles into the KGNU music library since November 1, 2018
(1826 of which were Gnu Bin additions). The music department strives to have new music every
week, and Carrie was good at staying consistent with this while I was out on maternity leave.
Interns/Volunteers
Since the last annual meeting, we have had three music department interns, making use of our
relationship with the New Vista Community Experience Program and Workforce Boulder. I hope
to reconnect with Workforce Boulder now that I am back in the office to see if we can get
another regular intern from them, and expect to hear from students at New Vista soon about
possible volunteer opportunities as well (they usually start to reach out in the late Fall).
There have been 19 active volunteers in the music department “behind the scenes” since the
last annual meeting. These volunteers have helped with various tasks, including CD digitization,
KGNU library management (CD input, organization, etc.), and calendar promo creation.
DJ Training Process
We continue to train approximately 100 participants annually through our Radio Training
Courses, offered in both Boulder and Denver. Earlier this year, we began requesting payment
for classes upon signup, to lessen the amount of cancellations and rescheduled trainings that
were taking place. The result has been more consistency in participation and fewer logistical
problems for the radio trainers. I continue to stay in regular touch with Joel Davis and Dave
Ashton about potential new DJs, which ensures that they are supported by the music
department as they make their way onto the KGNU airwaves. Looking forward, we hope to
possibly bring on another radio trainer in Boulder, which may allow for different times for radio
training classes, and more of a balanced workload when reviewing new DJs shows.
Radio Magazine
In 2018, I mentioned a desire to get more of the KGNU music volunteer community involved in
creating and writing the music features for KGNU’s Radio Magazine. This year, several music
volunteers helped write and develop features for the magazine, which helped with the overall
workload and the quality of the features.
Digital Library
Though I had hoped to get the digital library up and running in Denver and Boulder earlier this
year, plans got derailed with my pregnancy. That said, we have continued to digitize discs and
have digitized 5500+ discs as of November 6, 2019. At this time last year, we had 2345 discs
digitized, so the process has obviously become much smoother and we are able to get more
done more easily now. The group of volunteers who was helping with this project has dwindled,
but this is not necessarily a bad thing, as the volunteers who are still engaged with the project
do a consistently good job with it and come in regularly.

The next step will be actually implementing a playout system in the Boulder and Denver studios,
which I had hoped to have done already. At this point, my goal is to have this in place and
running in 2020.

SMARTIE Goals
Goal: Reinvigorate the AfterFM Streaming Platform
By the close of 2020, I hope to increase engagement with the AfterFM stream, both from our
listeners, but also from our DJs. Before going on maternity leave, I spoke with Tim about the
possibility of turning the AfterFM stream into a live streaming platform rather than just prerecorded content. This would require some dedicated studio space, but would allow us to
incorporate new live specialty music shows into KGNU’s program offerings. I am hopeful that
this would encourage more DJs to get involved with the platform, as they could come in to do
their specialty shows live in an actual studio v. pre-recording them (which has proven to be
difficult for most programmers for various reasons, including accessibility, time, etc.). With more
active engagement on the volunteer side of the platform, I am confident that listenership would
also increase. Moreover, this stream could serve as a useful training ground for new DJs
outside of our late night offerings, making our training programs more accessible, particularly for
those potential volunteers who cannot come to our studios late at night.
To make this goal a reality, we will need to:
● Identify a space for the stream to broadcast (by Q1 2020)
● Plan programming for the stream (by Q2 2020)
● Identify and confirm DJs for live music shows (by Q2 2020)
Successful implementation of a live AfterFM music stream would include 5-8 active and
engaged DJs with the platform within 6 months of its inception. Moreover, I would like to see
diverse programming that is not already reflected on our terrestrial signal, and that is accessible
and pertinent to people across all communities regardless of race, age, gender, and/ or sexual
orientation.
Goal: Implement active Digital Library setup in Denver and Boulder studios
By the close of 2020, I would like to have active digital libraries available in both the Denver and
Boulder studios. This will require gathering and organizing the appropriate equipment and
software in both studios, which will require working closely with Evan Perkins, our Operations
Director. Moreover, for the digital library to be adequately used, it must be accessible to all of
our programmers, which will require trainings at both studios on how to use it. My goal is to
make the system simple to use so that anyone, regardless of their technical skills, is able to take
advantage of it for their shows.
Goal: Implement regular show collective meetings
By the close of 2020, I would like to have met with all 29 music show collectives at least once
since becoming KGNU’s Music Director. Ideally, after this point, I would like to have all show

collectives meet regularly with or without my presence, as I believe it’s very important for music
show collectives to speak with each other regularly and get on the same page to ensure more
consistency in our on-air sound. In order for this to happen, I will need to nominate show
captains for shows that do not currently have them and also encourage all show captains (old
and new) to take ownership over planning regular meetings with their collectives. This initiative
will be successful if we have show captains and planned meetings for all collectives by the end
of 2020.

News Director Maeve Conran
News Staff
Bilingual/Equity Reporter
With support from the Community Foundation of Boulder County, and an Equity Reporting Initiative,
KGNU hired Rossana Longo as a full time Latinx bilingual Reporter/Producer. Rossana is the producer of
the TRENDS podcast, an in-depth investigative documentary radio series and podcast that dives deep
into the community’s most pressing issues and explores the changes happening throughout Boulder
County through the experiences of community members, especially those often rendered invisible by
commercial media, to shed light on community challenges, solutions, and pathways forward for the
county and the country. The podcast/radio series is based on the TRENDS report, produced by the
Community Foundation of Boulder County.
The first two episodes aired in October, looking at issues facing mobile home residents in Boulder
County.
Creative Digital News Producer
In November, KGNU is hiring a part time (20 hours a week) Creative Digital News Producer who can
expand our digital news content and online presence, who will help push our news content out on a
variety of digital platforms including packaging our podcasts, growing the news department's social
media engagement, and improving our web presence.

Election Coverage

We hosted several debates and interviews with candidates in local municipal elections as well
as debates and interviews on local and state-wide ballot issues. All content is also available on
our new.kgnu.org website.
● Roz Brown produced and hosted several Boulder City Council Candidate Debates with all
candidates represented.
● Proposition CC, state-wide ballot issue, debate hosted by Liz Lane.
● Proposition DD, state-wide ballot issue, debate hosted by Jamie Sudler.
● Aurora city council and mayoral candidate interviews, hosted by Tish Beauford and
Donnie Betts.
● Lafayette City Council candidate interviews.
● We broadcast a portion of the Longmont mayoral candidates debate (courtesy of
Longmont Observer.)
● Interviews on Boulder ballot issues 2H and 2I

Changes in News Coverage
Starting in September 2019, we discontinued playing REVEAL on Tuesday afternoons from
4-5pm and replaced it with the Project Censored Radio show. The decision was based on the
cost increase associated with REVEAL. It was initially available at no cost to stations, but in 2019
we were informed that we would be charged $2,812.00 annually for the show. While we value
REVEAL as an incredible investigative news show, we felt that the cost was too prohibitive for
us to continue airing it . In addition REVEAL is broadcast on two other public radio stations in
our listening area, both of which air the show prior to KGNU’s broadcast time.
The Project Censored radio show is a is an extension of the work Project Censored began in
1976 celebrating independent journalism while fighting media censorship, deconstructing
propaganda, and supporting a truly free press. The program focuses on “The News That Didn’t
Make the News.” The show offers commentary and analysis on social, political and economic
issues with an emphasis on critical media literacy.

Interns
In the spring we had two Workforce Boulder County interns. The WBC interns are paid a
stipend by Workforce Boulder County and work 20-30 hours at KGNU. Wyatt Guslin began his
internship in 2018 and continued through February 2019, primarily helping with creating web
copy for news stories and was the Friday afternoon news anchor. Iain Nolan began in February
2019 until May 2019 as the Friday afternoon news host and did some web copy work as well.
Iain’s internship was less productive than Wyatt’s due to multiple absences and ongoing health
issues.

We had 4 college interns during the summer; Katherine Bursack, Otis Fuqua, Sarah Dalgleish
(this was Sarah’s second summer internship at KGNU) and Hannah Metzger, who also interned
with Sarah Shirazi working on the KGNU magazine. Lily Fine who graduated high school in May
2019 also interned with us this summer. All the interns produced news features and headlines
that aired on the morning magazine and other news shows. Lily was the Thursday afternoon
news host, Katherine was the Friday afternoon news host and Sarah was the Wednesday
morning news host. As a result of her experience at KGNU, Sarah Dalgleish is exploring a career
in public radio after she graduates from Oberlin in 2020 and I’m mentoring her remotely during
the school year as she develops a podcast and radio production program at the school.
We currently have two fall semester intern: Megan Webber, from MSU, who produces
afternoon news headlines on Monday and Wednesday, is the Friday afternoon news anchor
and produces news features that air on the morning magazine; Alejandra Wilcox, a graduate
student from CU, who is the Wednesday early morning news anchor and produces
interviews/features for the morning magazine.

Connecting the Drops

We were able to get additional funding from the Colorado Foundation for Water Education to
continue our Connecting the Drops series which have included features on statewide water
issues that are made available to all RMCR stations.

FLOWS
KGNU received another grant from Boulder County for zero waste news coverage throughout
2019 that we partnered with FLOWS to produce. FLOWS, based at CU, is a sustainability
leadership and climate action group. We’re sharing the stories of FLOWS leaders and how their
culturally diverse and often international backgrounds make them, and the communities they
work with, valuable assets to the sustainability movement.
The series features short vignettes highlighting different FLOWS leaders, news features on work
done through FLOWS, long format documentaries on issues like Biochar and call in shows
featuring FLOWS leaders.

Forging Community Partnerships

We have several ongoing partnerships with CU Boulder:
● The Brink: a radio storytelling project about what is needed to transition to a more just
environment and society. From homelessness to toxic contamination, fracking to
immigration, The Brink tells stories of inequality, struggle, and transformation. The word
“brink” has dual meaning: that which exists at the margins and a critical turning point.
The Brink is a project of Assistant Professor David Ciplet’s graduate course Power,
Justice and Climate Change in the Environmental Studies Program at CU Boulder, in
partnership with KGNU and the Just Transition Collaborative. KGNU provides training
and support for the students as they produced their pieces, which were ultimately
broadcast on KGNU during the summer. The stories produced during the fall 2019
session will be broadcast on KGNU in December and these projects will also be displayed
at several venues around Boulder in December, including the public library. Professor
Ciplet was able to secure funding for this project to pay KGNU.
● Radio Bookclub: We are continuing with our partnership with the Boulder Bookstore in
our monthly radio bookclub. The book of the month is advertised at the bookstore with
a KGNU sign advising people when they can listen to the show. This year we recorded an
episode of the bookclub in front of a live audience in April, as part of Independent
Bookstore day (the last Saturday in April.)
The radio bookclub is broadcast on the 4th Thursday of every month at 9am. Afterhours
at the Radio Bookclub is a podcast only show featuring extended interviews with
authors featured in the Radio Bookclub.

● Looks Like New is a monthly production of the CU’s MEDLab, hosted by Nathan
Schneider. This replaced the Co-op Power Air in airing on the fourth Thursday of every
month at 6pm on It’s the Economy.

Awards
KGNU won two national PRNDI awards in 2019
Public Radio News Directors, Inc., or PRNDI, recognized KGNU for two news programs.
● In Division C (stations with small newsrooms) KGNU won the first place award in "Best
Call-in Program" category for Designed For The Dump: Earth Day Special that aired on April
18, 2018 as part of our year long zero waste series. The show focused on electronics what
happens when they’re discarded and how to fix them.

KGNU also won the second place award in the "Short Documentary" category for Roz Brown's
documentary Homeless in Boulder.

Zero Waste Series Receives Multiple Awards:
● KGNU was awarded the 2019 Recycle Colorado award for Outstanding Outreach. This
award is given to a media outlet that in the past year has worked to promote recycling,
composting, or waste reduction in Colorado.
●

KGNU was recognized by the National Recycling Coalition as part of their annual awards
at the NRC conference in New Orleans. KGNU's year-long series on zero waste was
recognized in the Outstanding Outreach Program category.

The KGNU News Department received the 2019 Colorado Coalition Against Sexual
Assault (CCASA) Media Excellence award.

KGNU podcasts/Web presence
The news department continues to look for ways to expand our digital presence and we’re
excited to be able to hire a part time digital content producer to help with this. Having help in
this area is crucial as it is taking up more and more time to create good web news posts that
can be shared on social media. For KGNU to reach new audiences, particularly bi-lingual and
younger audiences, being able to have our news content available on multiple digital platforms
is essential.

KGNU podcasts:
● After Hours at the Radio Bookclub (this is only available as a podcast, it is not broadcast
on KGNU)
● The Radio Bookclub
● Pasa la Voz
● How on Earth
● Looks Like New
● The Morning Magazine
● TRENDS (with the Community Foundation of Boulder County)

2020 Goals

The News Department will continue to look for opportunities to collaborate with different
community groups and other independent media organizations in our efforts to cover the
news, particularly with changes in our Capitol Coverage.
We will continue to look for opportunities to harness the talents and energies of the volunteers
and interns. The main challenge in this area is staff capacity. It takes a lot of staff resources to
train new staff and volunteers and interns as well as to provide ongoing training and support.
We will continue to work on expanding our digital presence through web posts of our news
stories as well as our podcasts. A major focus will be promotion of our news website and
podcasts and pushing multi-media content on different social media platforms, particularly
related to the TRENDS report.
It is exciting to be able to expand our news staff, but that also creates additional pressure on
the existing news staff for training and support of new hires. In addition, we are limited in our
physical space for news producers/interns and volunteers.
I would like to be able to provide more support for news volunteers in Denver. We get a lot of
requests from journalism students from Denver to intern, but right now they need to be able to
travel to the Boulder studio to work with the News Director. The new studio in Denver in 2020
will provide more physical space for news interns/volunteers in Denver, however that will need
additional staff support.
Increased corporate consolidation of news outlets in Colorado shows a real need for local,
independent news coverage. The loss of local journalism through Denver Post and Daily Camera
layoffs creates opportunities for KGNU.

We are excited to explore ways to offer bilingual news coverage throughout our local news
coverage with our bi-lingual/equity reporter.
We will seek to offer in-depth coverage of the 2020 elections, in particular the Senate race and
the state legislature. We will have in-depth reporting across our news programming on what’s
at stake for Colorado and the US in the federal elections.

2019 Annual Report
Rossana Longo
Bilingual Equity Solutions Reporter
Equity reporting
My aim is to go out into the community and bring back reports to the news department on a
weekly basis. These reports will feature voices of those usually not heard in mainstream news
media – minorities, low income residents, underrepresented communities and populations. An
important part of my responsibilities includes producing a monthly in-depth podcast based on
the issues and key indicators included in the Community Foundation for Boulder County’s
TRENDS report.
Since I started in this role in mid-August, I have created reports aired mainly during the Morning
Magazine, aimed at creating awareness about the undocumented population, the elderly, the
housing problem, single mothers, minorities and students of color in Boulder County.
Although I am bilingual and of Latino origin, my challenge is to not only feature Latinx voices in
my reports and podcasts, but to expand KGNU’s equity reporting to other underrepresented
populations as well, including the elderly, the homeless, the LGBTQ community, etc.
In time, I hope to report from a wider population, bringing a more multicultural spectrum of
voices to our audience.
The TRENDS Podcast
In close collaboration with the News Director, I have produced two monthly in-depth podcasts
about the housing crisis in Boulder County, one of the key issues identified in this year’s
TRENDS Report as critically affecting our community. Both episodes reported on the mobile –
or, more accurately, the manufactured – home communities in Boulder County. The first
episode focused on water quality issues faced by these manufactured home residents; the
second episode focused on the need and desire of these homeowners to own the land their
homes sit on.
These are the stories of the self-determination and resilience of real people faced with real
problems. Stories like Doretta’s, a manufactured home resident of 50 years, afraid to become
homeless or from Soledad, the first single mom Latina resident of Orchard Grove since 1989,
who organized the community within her mobile home park to demand from city to provide
them with drinkable water after a pipe exploded leaving them without it for more than two
weeks. Stories like the Ponderosa Mobile Home Park, and how the residents formed an
owner’s association and are working with Habitat for Humanity to create a path to housing
affordability, while always fearful that they may be displaced from their homes.
In the future, the goal is to produce a more frequent TRENDS podcast, perhaps half of the total
topic every two weeks, that not only reports on the issues and actions of the community, but
that also proposes possible solutions, informing our listeners on how they can engage. Another
goal is to increase our presence in other social media platforms by posting key parts of the

transcript of the podcast along with photos, edited audio pieces, and possibly short videos to
attract more followers and expand our audience, and to elicit comments and community
participation is the conversation.
Pasa la Voz
Even before becoming a KGNU employee, I was already a fan of the station and a volunteer. At
the end of 2017, I began co-producing our Spanish language show, which airs every Sunday
from 4 to 5pm. After 5 years on the air and going from a 30-minute to a one-hour show, Pasa la
Voz is now growing in content and maturity. The format is still centered around an in-depth
interview of a guest – or group of guests, - but we are now coordinating our topics better
among the team of producers, we are incorporating common segments – like an events
calendar and public service announcements that are of interest to the Latinx community of
Boulder County in collaboration with the Suma Latina project.
In the future, we would like to continue to grow in content and interactivity, and to standardize
the format to make it possible for volunteers and interns to come to the studio and help answer
the phones and manage the board or create the events calendar and PSAs to be played during
the show. We will together and in coordination with the Creative Digital News Producer better
train our volunteers and interns to also help improve our social media presence so that we
attract and track our listeners, and learn more about our audience and their interests.
Community Outreach
As a community radio station, KGNU has created a model for reaching out to the community,
supporting and sponsoring community events, organizing events, and driving community
engagement. We will continue to do so in the bilingual equity reporting role, by participating
and reporting on community events, especially those centered around social justice and
language justice. We will connect with area nonprofits to create a strong collaboration model
where we can inform the community about services offered, and they can use our media
platform to stay in touch with the populations they need to reach.
The goal for the future is to bring community leaders and leaders of non-profit organizations
together. Through our reporting, our interview programming, and our podcasts we strive to
become the medium of choice to broadcast their message to those who need to hear it.
Vision for the Future
Grow our bilingual listenership: we need to grow our listeners among underrepresented
populations. Our programming must appeal to younger bilingual residents who see us as a
source of reliable, interesting information that they can act upon.
Train and educate: we need to attract young bilinguals to the radio, to train them in modern
media production, and to use KGNU’s equity reporting platform as a way to carry the message
of social and environmental justice to a more diverse, multicultural audience.
Inform and amplify solutions: our reporting will give a voice to those not usually heard in
mainstream media. As such, we will go into the underrepresented communities in Boulder
County and report on issues and challenges faced by those communities. But our focus will also
be on the potential solutions to those issues and challenges. So we will also go into the

community and report on the solutions being proposed by those most affected, and how they
are influencing policy makers to work more proactively on supporting more just, equitable and
inclusive solutions for the community.

Narrative Report FY 18- 19
Development Director
A. Overview
a. Grants
b. Membership
i.
Drives
ii.
Acquisition
iii.
End of Year
iv.
Org Memberships
v.
Major Donors
vi.
Planned Giving
c. Underwriting
d. Marketing, Communications, Magazine, Emails
e. Trades, In-Kind Management
f. Community Engagement Strategy
B. Grants
a. Unrestricted Goal- $61,500
b. Actual- $92,480
c. Restricted Goal - $0
d. Actual - $134,307
e. Achievements include securing a multi-year GOS grant from the Boulder
Arts Commission for $50,000; Project Grants for the ERI from the
Scintilla Foundation and Community Foundation of Boulder County,
Boulder County Zero Waste Funding, the Denver Music Advancement
Fund among others.
f. SMART Goals FY 19-20 Continue to secure strategic Multi-Year General
Operating Grants; secure strategic project grants, applying feedback and
lessons learned towards improving our grant applications and
continuing to make stronger connections with foundations.
C. Membership
a. Organizational Memberships- positive growth, $6,925 of $5,000 goal
met.
b. End of Year Fundraising Campaigns
i.
Executed coordinated marketing plan across on-air, email and
digital channels.
ii.
Goal $25k –Actual $26,634 Colorado Gives Day
iii.
Goal $40k – Actual $28,700– Cyber Drive/Letter
iv.
CyberDrive underperformed compared to prior two years.
c. SMART Goals FY 19-20- Focus on implementing stronger acquisition
plan, email and in-house prospects (implement plan in Q1), Improve
communication and marketing strategies and targeting; including more
donor centric communications with donors for cultivation purposes;

Focus on growing Organizational Membership program, meet goal of
$10,000 by bringing on 10 new members giving $500 or more).
D. Major Donor and Planned Giving
a. Achievements
b. Challenge Grants for Fall and Spring Fund Drives
c. One major bequest
d. Year Round Marketing
Year

FallCycle
Snapshot
Challenge

2015

$29,110

2016

$35,425

2017

$43,365

2018

$37,515

2019

$39,530

E. SMART GOALS: Diversify moves management strategies for major donors;
Focus on cultivation of major donors; Continue to leverage Tangerine Dinner as
a cultivation strategy; Consistent marketing throughout the year for bequests,
planned giving, IRA rollovers, stocks and bonds, corporate giving.Increase
marketing and targeting of prospective donors; Host events *January, for
planned giving legacy members/ prospective members.
F. Underwriting
a. Goal $70,000
b. Actual $45,997
c. Achievements
i.
Many new contracts (Sarah)
ii.
Renewals contracts (Kenneth)
iii.
Tiffany moved to Florida training (Brooke) to take on nonprofit
program
iv.
Presented to groups on underwriting opportunities; increased
marketing efforts w nonprofits
d. SMART Goals FY 19-20 our team will focus on strengthening systems,
implement new database tracking in Q1-2, consistent revenue targets of
$5,000/ mo or more. Focus heavily on marketing the program through
email campaigns and strategic partnerships with local businesses and
nonprofit organizations.

G. The Human Factor Magazine, Communications/Marketing
a. Achievements
i.
KGNU magazine $7,050 in revenue; helped offset $10,205 in
expenses associated with producing/distributing this. Two
interns from CU.
ii.
What we do on air in print format
iii.
Spearheaded Communications working group
iv.
Established monthly radio waves e-newsletter
b. SMART Goals FY 19-20
i.
Release new brand guide Q1
ii.
Strengthen Email Segments and Communications
H. Special Events
a. Goal $30,000
b. Actual Net Revenue $33,286
c. Five main events.
d. Quality events, diversified / renewed trades and sponsorships
e. Big thanks and props to the Events Committee
f. SMART Goals FY 19-20- Secure a big speaker. Continue to focus on
events that yield $5,000 or more in revenue, solicit new business
sponsorships and work with the Events Committee to implement new
strategies and events that will increase our ROI including a breakfast
event. Work on new potential event with grant support.
I. Trades/ in kind tracking
a. Achievements
i.
Tracked $98,016 in-kind goods and services for FY 17-18
b. SMART GOALS FY 19-20
i.
Transferring tracking aspect to Membership Coordinator
ii.
Focus on boosting partnerships, diversify, improve cultivation
strategies and moves management.
J. Community Engagement
a. Achievements
i.
58 Total Community Calendar partnerships organized in FY 17-18
1. Dave organized 30– primarily in Denver Metro area
2. Sarah organized 28– primarily in Boulder Country area
b. SMART GOALS FY 19-20 i.
Diversify partnerships based on strategic growth goals, seek out
more partnerships with Latino Community and cultural brokers;
More partnerships with Fort Collins, Lafayette and Longmont
based events and organizations; Continue to create beneficial
relationships and promotional trades to elevate KGNUs presence
across the Front Range.
K. Summary of FY 19-20 SMART Goals
a. Meet or Exceed Financial Targets for FY 19-20 - Budget Goal
b. Develop and implement acquisition and community engagement plan

c. Grow membership revenues and organizational memberships through
strategic partnerships and relationships
d. Prioritize strategic multi year GOS grants
e. Cultivation of Major Donors: create seamless major donor to planned
giving pipeline
f. Consistent Marketing for all programs
g. Implement Brand Guide
h. Implement database for underwriting program
i. Strengthen email solicitation program
j. Events: Major speaker event, diversity third party events
k.
l. Leverage Annual Magazine as external communications tool to attract
new members, listeners
m. Increase activity in Fort Collins: underwriting, events, and membership
n. Work closely with Board, Dev Comm, Events Committee, Budget
Committee, Communications Working Group, Station Manager and
Underwriting reps and staff to achieve goals.

THANK YOU!

KGNU FY18-19 Annual Membership Report
Annual fiscal year components and proportions:
On-Air drives: $220K
SOLR: $214K (EFT’s & cards)
Mailings: $31K
Year-end: $29K
CO Gives: $26K
Car donations: $34K
Community Shares: $3K
Corporate matches: $5K
FY19-20 Membership Goals:
Over the coming year, it is my intention to meet (and ideally exceed) budget projections for the
membership department, continue to work toward maximum efficiency and accuracy in administrative
and pre-drive-related tasks, and build a larger, more diverse team of administrative volunteers to
support the Membership Coordinator.
Member acquisition and SOLR upgrades will drive efforts to meet/exceed budget projections.
Continued work with Development Director/Station Manager, SVP partners auditing data entry/funds
tracking processes to increase efficiency. Planning and execution with Development Committee and
Director to help with drive planning.
Recruitment efforts revolve around announcements in monthly e-newsletter and individual follow-up
with interested candidates from volunteer orientations.
Budget: GOAL: at end of fiscal year 4% increase in membership revenue
$517K + 4% = $538K
(total increase of $20,680)
GOAL: 230 New members at average gift $80 (split ~20-30 NW from FC, 100 from Denver, 100 all other
geographic locations)
Ave NW member gift 1910 = ~$80
130 NW memes = $10,400
GOAL: increase SOLR revenue by 5%
$214K + 5% = $225K
(total increase ~$11K)
$10,400 from NW members + $11K from increases in SOLR giving = overall increase in mem rev of 4%

Member Acquisition 2019-2020:
In the coming year, Membership will work with the Outreach committee to identify underrepresented
demographic/geographic segments of the Front Range and work to increase station familiarity in those
areas and will advise on best practices regarding information collection and overall outreach messaging.
Membership will work with Outreach to ensure KGNU increases outreach efforts in Denver Metro and
Fort Collins areas and continue to collect prospect data from front desk sign-in forms.
Membership will work with Development and Digital departments on quarterly acquisition e-marketing
campaigns. Smarter (segmented) use of internally collected prospect data will be the key area which
Membership will use to leverage new members in FY19-20.
New prospect contacts come from two main sources:
1. Front desk sign in forms
2. Event and outreach forms
Front Desk volunteer staff is taking on this data entry with staff responsible for integrating into and
utilizing e-marketing platform (MailChimp).
GOAL: 230 New members at average gift $80 (split ~20-30 NW from FC, 100 from Denver, 100 all other
geographic locations)
Continue on-air membership-specific messaging to remind listeners that membership funds bring them
the programming and services they value.
Drive messaging will continue to focus on new and additional gifts (renewals continue to be addressed
through mailings and email reminders and incentives).
Rather than using demographic-specific messaging, all messaging in membership communications will
be streamlined to include pitch points that current members and prospects will better respond to
through repetition.
Retention of Current Members:
We will continue to send personalized thank-you letters to new members, as well as call new folks after
drives. Email renewal messages, during drives. More people now choose to give monthly, meaning
there is less chance of membership lapses. Quarterly thank-you letters (SOLR “birthday”
acknowledgements) with invitations to claim thank-you gifts will go out to those members to ensure
they continue to feel like valued members of the community.
Outgoing calls to renew will continue to be a part of fund drives, with an emphasis on lapsed members.
SOLR Members and Re-engagement:
SOLR reconciliation project commenced in May 2019. Significant anomalies were discovered between
the database and the banking institutions.
Efforts to update and reconcile are ongoing.
A letter to confirm and re-engage members who have “fallen off” with recurring gifts will go out Q1.

This strategy will be important not only to ensure we are receiving maximum revenue from supporters
of the station, but will serve to help “clean up” a large portion of our database (which will help with
analytics, etc.)
To encourage increases in monthly giving, emphasis will be put on thanking current SOLR members with
specific drive-related TY gifts/drawings. Quarterly “Upgrade” emails to coincide with drives.
GOAL: increase SOLR revenue by 5%
Member Cultivation:
To better engage and connect with listener-members online, Verity will work with digital content team
to redesign membership aspects of the website to be more user-friendly.
Verity will also serve in an advisory capacity as improvements are made to outreach strategies.
Goal: to improve the open rate of the membership and other emails, driving higher donation and
upgrade returns through digital communication.
Moves Management (increase giving levels of existing donors):
Verity will work with Sarah to determine which of last year’s strategies (listed below) were effective in
increasing engagement/financial contributions and continue with those practices.
1) Running up-grade and additional giving messages in mailings, on-air and email marketing
contributed to drive revenues. The number of members who increased their monthly EFT
amounts has steadily increased with each drive.
2) Send emails inviting new members to “go SOLR”. Research shows that the most likely to give are
those who donated within 90 days.
3) Evaluate and improve on messaging and schedule of air spots for car donations, gift
memberships, memorial gifts, renewals and corporate matches, providing reasons to give
regularly and frequently.
4) Vehicle donations can be used to move donors into a higher giving category.
Goal: increase average gift by 5%
Email campaigns:
o Acquisition emails to prospective members based on data collection from Front Desk
and Outreach
o SOLR “Upgrade” emails prior to drives to instill importance increased giving
o Working toward donor-centric model of fundraising where donors are thanked for their
contributions within 48 hours of giving (using Give payment portal has helped us get
there for all members who we can contact via email)
On-air messaging:
o Continue to speak to the importance of giving
o Additional messaging and testimonials that speak to increased giving and benefits

Efficiency and accuracy: GOAL: by end of Q1 free up four hours per week by auditing and revising data
entry processes, ensure that all membership budget items are being entered in internal database for
direct comparison to QB P&L
Over the last year, I have made major strides in this area. Immediate and intensive work with SVP
partners should yield practices and protocols that “clean up” and “streamline” many tasks that are
currently labor intensive and repetitive in the membership department.
● “paperless” drives by Summer
● continue with other paperless funds tracking
● email labels to flag all incoming funds for membership budget line items
● Wishlist!
○ automated TY’s (renewals, additional gifts, vehicle donations, cogives, etc.)
○ more efficient way to update donor status in MailChimp
Pre-drive preparation: GOAL: for Spring (and all other dirves), ensure that catering and scheduling are
nailed down before drive
Membership will delegate initial catering and gift card asks to Development committee. Membership
and Front Desk will work with direct follow up.
Scheduling “save-the-date” will go out minimum of eight weeks in advance of drives.
Administrative Volunteers: GOAL: to add 1-2 new qualified* front desk volunteers per quarter
Membership will use monthly e-newsletter, as well as volunteer orientation information to recruit
strong admin candidates to help fill front desk shifts.
* qualified = computer literate, friendly, dependable
Overall Station Wellness:
Membership commits to help volunteer recruitment by continuing to refine volunteer job descriptions,
create task manuals and assist Development Dpt with posting specific volunteer opportunities in
monthly e-newsletter. Additionally, Membership commits to creating and maintaining a welcoming and
inviting atmosphere for guests and prospective volunteers by working to keep the membership office
clean and stocked with awesome thank-you gifts.

Membership By The Numbers
Car Donations: 125 Cars were donated this year through:
● Charitable Adults Rides and Services (CARS): 121
● Cars Helping Charities: 4
2018-2019: average car brought us $276.81
2018-2019: average car brought us $274.04
2017-2018: average car brought us $312.50
2016-2017: average car brought us $181.67
2015- 2016, average car brought us $327.56

CO Gives:
2019 (Goal) $25
2018 $26K
2017 $23K
2016 $26K
Drive revenues from on-air portion: ($ in thousands)
Fall
Summer
Spring
2019
$111
$20
2018
$114
$20
2017
$109
$26
2016
$114
$14

$89
$72
$96
$79

Donors by season:
Seasons: SPRING = early January – end of summer drive
Fall = end of summer drive – early January
Drive

NEW

RENEW

proportion new

Fall 19
Spring 19*

133
160

702
714

19%
17%

Fall 18
Spring 18*

151
179

694
913

17%
20%

Fall 17
Spring 17*

162
261

981
1157

17%
23%

*numbers pulled from MemSys seasonal campaigns
SOLR = $214K annually:
monthly EFT members and average monthly donation
2019 806
Average $13.76
2018 1,196
$13.58
2017 1,195
$12.66
2016 1,146
$12.30
2015 1,026
$12.30
2014
915
$12.14
monthly card users
2019 320
Average $10.95
2018 285
Average $10
2017 225
2016 ~70
Year-End Campaign: mailing & Cyber drive (does NOT include COGIVES)

$40K (goal) 2019
$40K in 2018
$45K in 2017
$34K in 2016

KGNU Digital Content Manager Annual Report
George Figgs, November 12, 2018

Review: FY 2019 Projects
In no particular order:
Online Donations and Payments:
● We’ve moved 100% away from paper donations after rolling out an online form
for changes to monthly SOLR donations during the Spring 2018 drive. Good
feedback and suggestions for improvement of SOLR change forms going
forward.
● 800+ transactions processed during Oct 2019 drive period, similar to last year.
● Added online payments for Boulder Radio Training Class and invoice payments
for Underwriting, Studio Rental, and other services.
Stream Changes: On October 30, 2019, we switched our live broadcast computer to a
new machine that hope to be more reliable and easier to manage. We identified and
resolved some streaming and archiving issues as a result of the switch. No recordings
were lost during the transition.
Email Marketing + Newsletters:
● Sending regular monthly station email newsletters, more frequent than
previously.
● Strategic planning around the management and growth of our email
marketing platform, our lists and capacity based on integration with current
KGNU tools.
● Support with production, HTML, and editing around monthly or more
frequent email newsletters. We have progressed on how to segment our
contacts based on existing data, but more work is needed.
Remotes and Events: Production + Support + Tech.

● Community Food Share + Reggae Bloodlines Live Broadcast (Nov 11, 2018 Louisville King Soopers).
● Mardi Gras (Feb 3, 2019 - Boulder Avalon Ballroom with Preston Frank and Ed
Poullard)
● FoCoMX (April 26-27, 2019 - Ft. Collins Colorado at Avogadro’s Number)
● RockyGrass (July 26-28 2019, Planet Bluegrass - Lyons, CO)
● Arise (Aug 2-4, 2019 - Sunrise Ranch, Loveland, Co)
● Louisville Street Faire + Blues Legacy (Aug 2019)
● BoCo Farmers Market (Sept 2019) (Evan lead tech)
● Destination Freedom Series (Oct 2019 - Nov 2019) (Evan + Dave tech outside of
KGNU Kabaret production)

KGNU.org + Web Updates: KGNU.org redev still on hold pending release of Comrad
V2. Accomplished project planning around components that will need to be added or
built specifically for a new KGNU.org web platform.
News Dept. New podcast for TRENDS, Just Like New. Podcasts now listed on Spotify,
in addition to iTunes, Stitcher.
Kabaret Studio Performances: Weekly live performances on the Kabaret Program
(~48) plus about 40 live performances during other programming, not counting artists
who performed in the broadcast studio and didn’t need additional sound production
support.
Perspectives Radio Camp: June 17-27 (Mon-Th) 2019. Worked with CU Staff and
Graduate Clinicians from the Speech Language Pathology program and Temple
Grandin School. Was the KGNU Radio Coach for 8 three hour sessions working with
Autism Spectrum early teens - teaching radio production along with social perspectives
and interaction skills. The students interview an expert on a subject of their choosing.
The program may shift in 2020 outside of CU’s involvement. My 5-6th year, longer at
KGNU. (8-10th total?)
Worked with membership on online donation workflow, process, and integrations with
other systems (memsys, mailchimp). Supported with up to date training guidelines for
staff, volunteers and shift captains. There seems to be fewer technical issues around
the donation forms, but still some challenges around less prototypical donation calls.

Progress on the segmentation / structure of mailchimp email lists, along with best
practices for using them. Challenges include legacy lists and integration with existing
systems. Opportunities for improvement in our how we manage our lists and how we
grow them, resulting in more strategic ways to reach subsets of our contacts.
Jan 2019: Migrate Free Speech Radio News (FSRN) website to KGNU’s web host,
required some effort re-organizing their large amount of media files.
Spring 2019: Denver Signal Google Map with Dave Ashton. Build interactive google
map to help Dave and volunteers drive around Denver and map signal reception of
Denver’s AM and new FM frequencies.
Day to Day: Tech + production support, various smaller coding/web and editing
projects, volunteer support, volunteer training.

Web Platforms Traffic
Overall, Web traffic has had an 18% uptick on News, 5% increase on AfterFM.com.
KGNU.org steady.
Pageviews:
- Number of times a page (or all pages on a site) is visited.
Sessions:
- Times a visitor was ‘active’ on a site. A session can account for multiple page
views.
News.KGNU.org: Nov 2018-2019
84.1k pageviews, 60.3k sessions. 18.34% increase from last year (Nov 1 - Oct 31)
Visiting by Platform: Desktop 47%, Mobile 46%, Tablet 6% (steady from previous
years)
● Average Month: ~6-7k views, up from last year.
● Popular stories: Election Coverage, Book Club, Outsources, some old stories
that are getting visits.
● Referrals - Google Search, Facebook, Twitter, RadioRethink, KGNU.org. Partner
orgs too, like Community Foundation.
● 759 new posts (Through Oct), 200+ visits per day, ~6.2k / month.

KGNU.org: 216.3k pageviews. Peak during RockyGrass weekend, about a 100%
increase in traffic (~1300 daily pageviews vs avg. 600). Very slight (0.67%) decrease in
overall yearly page visits.
Devices: 57% Desktop, 36% Mobile, 7% Tablet - steady from last year.
AfterFM: 2018-2019. Pageviews: 219,230. Sessions: 99,276. 5.8% increase in
pageviews from last year. But fewer ‘sessions’ - increase in pageviews. Nov 1 - Oct 31
56% Desktop, 37% Mobile, 8% Tablet.
Most visited: Homepage (~ 9%, most traffic) + show pages (HTH, Reggae).
2017-2018: Page Views - 208,113, sessions 99,830
-

85,960 session ytd (Nov 8), on track to be slightly higher than 2017 traffic
(100,00 visits)

Cumulative Annual Pageviews
Total: 519,694 (News: 84,100, KGNU.org 216,364, AfterFM 219,230) just over 25k
increase.
Previous year: 494,100

Stream Listeners
Accesses = number of ‘clicks’ to the stream.

KGNU.org Stream

Avg/day

Accesses

2,245,002

6150.7

Visitors

71,439

195.7

Size

26.18 TB

73.44 G

Duration

400473:37:23

1097:11:16

Average duration

0:10:42

–

Trends: Peaks Saturday 9am-noon (225+ simult), Weekdays 7:30-8:30am (100+
simult)

AfterFM Stream

Avg/day

Accesses

2,279,157

6244.3

Visitors

18,484

50.6

Size

5.53 TB

15.50 G

Duration

82805:09:08

226:51:48

Average duration

0:02:10

AfterFM Trends: Listership follows music programs, but lower peaks (~25.).

RockyGrass
Accesses
Visitors
Size
Duration
Average duration

Avg/day
18,309

6103.0

2,287

762.3

433.44 G

144.48 G

7082:34:47

2360:51:35

00:23:12

Trends: ~400 simult listeners during festival, or ‘normal’ streams also get a bump at
times during our simulcast on FM / AM. Upshot -> folks listen, a lot.

Goals for 2019-2020
Project / Time Management: Block out time for projects that require focused effort,
lessen interruptions.
Archives Migration: Oct 30, 2019: We’re in the process of migrating our program
archives of ~37k files comprising ~3.7 TB of data to a more affordable host. We’ve
been working on getting better analytics to understand patterns around increased
downloads of our show archives, the associated cost is impacting budget. To be
completed by late Nov, early Dec 2019.
MailChimp / Email Marketing: Continue progress made on workflows and guidelines
to facilitate design, deployment, and reach of email newsletters. Implement transparent,
reproducible methods to grow our contact list and target segments of our lists. Improve
practices around integration with our membership platform.
Web Platforms
● COMRAD v2: Code for Denver continues to work on an updated version of
Comrad, our playlist and traffic application, led by Sean Williams, who’s most
familiar with Comrad’s current code base.Hopeful beta release soon, rollout early
Q1 2019.
● KGNU.org: GOAL -> Begin work on the components that can exist stand alone
from Comrad.
○ Major work still pending Comrad update, but we have reached decisions
on platforms and overall steps needed as details about Comrad v2
emerge.
○ We’ll need support from staff, board, and knowledgeable volunteers
around editing and organization of content of new website. (distinct project
from technology and design). This can begin immediately.
Training: Offer some sessions on audio and podcast production.

Denver Program Manager
Annual Report 11/11/2019
KGNU BOD Annual Meeting
In 2019 I made good on my stated goal at KGNU BOD’s last Annual Meeting, and dove head first back
into the streets and crowds. I took on a load of outreach and promotions personally. The results of this
approach will be found throughout this report.
All of the Volunteer Orientations were small groups, with just 37 people attending over the course of
the year. There have been years where this number is closer to 70. The upshot is that 30 of the 37
signed up for the Basic Studio classes, and several have become productive producers. We offered 20
Studio Basics classes and six Outreach Trainings, with a whole lot of staff support offered during Open
Studio times.
Outreach was very active, reaching a several-years high just before the departure of Sean Makau from
our Promotions Department. Events in Denver included but were not limited to: MLK Day Marade,
Westword’s Artopia, Zuni St. Brewraiser, Destination Freedom eps 1+3, 5 Points Jazz Festival, Gleam Car
Wash fundraiser, Satya Yoga Collective Launch, Denver Record Collectors Expo (Spring and Fall),
Juneteenth Freedom Celebration, Balanced Breakfast, A Taste of Puerto Rico, City Park Jazz Festival,
Colorado Black Arts Festival, Blues and BBQ For Better Housing, 1st Friday August Santa Fe Street
closure, Youth on Record Block Party, Silva Family Foundation School Supply Drive, Broadway Halloween
Parade, KGNU 15th Anniversary on 1390am, Open Music Sessions @OMF, Reggae on the Grass,
Veterans Day Denver, more.
Our continued work with students went along the traditional routes as well as some new paths. We
hosted another successful summer internship program through Denver Public School’s CareerConnect.
DPS Interns Ignacio, Ilene, and Cody were taught by Erin ‘Stereo’ Hamilton, her first year as our
instructor/supervisor. This was made possible through funding from DPS. We again hosted DPS youth
for Creative Careers Day 11/5 and another workshop 11/7. New approaches to student engagement
include working with a group of Marketing students through Arapahoe Community College to draft
some plans to promote KGNU in the small footprint of our Denver LPFM 99.1fm. We also had a senior
at Highlands Ranch HS named Lea Wolff “assign” herself regular afternoon sessions of volunteering
spring semester.
I engineered a total of 14 live remote broadcasts from Denver. 12 of these were our Sunday Night Live
series with Eclipse and Dub Palace, all from the Goosetown Tavern. We ended our 2.5 year run at the
Goosetown in October, and are transitioning Sunday Night Live to a potentially more lively space called
The Meadowlark with our initial SNL broadcast this Sunday 11/10. My other two remote broadcasts
were Destination Freedom: Black Radio Days episodes 1 and 3 from the Denver University Newman
Center for the Performing Arts.
This year was the most intensive election coverage on Metro yet. I coordinated and hosted five Denver
City Council debates. Most Metro hosts found some way to cover the local or state elections. This was
right on the heels of our detailed coverage of the Denver Classroom Teachers Association strike in
January. With high profile protests filling Civic Center regularly, Denver made news nationally and we
covered it as well as anyone.

Saturday April 27th we engaged a group of volunteers to assist in an experiment in signal tracking. Four
carloads with two volunteers apiece launched in four directions to track the signal strength and
parameters of KGNU’s south Denver LPFM 99.1fm. We all used a Google Maps tool to drop pins
showing the relative strength of the signal at intersections along the major thoroughfares. This
substantiated the suspected boundaries of Alameda north, Belleview south, Sheridan west, and a more
porous eastern border somewhere between Colorado Blvd and Monaco.
In fundraising, we produced our most lucrative Record and CD Sale in the six years I have been
organizing it, netting over $10K. We can partially attribute this to my making the rounds in and out of
record stores and other locations, securing donations and customers throughout the year while
continuing to turn over product. But it was also made possible by a great effort by the Events
Committee helping out asking for donations, and Rise Keller’s cool paintings used as promo posters. We
enjoyed solid on-air support for seeking donations and getting the word out as well. Volunteers loved
helping get organized and found many ways to get involved throughout.
I was point person for Community Shares, our workplace giving effort. I attended Community Shares
“charity fairs” and made presentations at Federal worksite locations such as Buckley AFB, NOAA, Denver
Federal Center, USDA in Ft. Collins, Downtown Denver Federal Building, HUD and BOC. Community
Shares “Net Designations” totaled $3,344, just shy of the $3500 budget goal.
Denver based Fund Drive shows were very strong earners this year. The Morning and Afternoon Sound
Alternatives all surpassed or came very close to their goals, and we made an extra effort to provide
lunches. Every Metro show I pitched made at least one donation, with a new high mark of $240
achieved by Elza Kosmicki on her “Wellness Wednesday” show.
I don’t know what I could have done without the support and uplift from our dedicated and eversurprising volunteers. New volunteers in the Denver News section includes Ean Thomas Tafoya
(Tuesday Metro), Astin Lopez (Metro Arts/Sacred Voices), Rae Solomon (Thursday Metro, DotOrg
coordinator), and Chris Shulz (DotOrgs). Current newly added Denver Sleepless Nights DJs: Alex Maher,
Chris Shrift, Carl Jarrett, Ean Thomas Tafoya, Zach Ritz. Dedicated Outreach Heroes: Patrick Mendoza,
Steve Newell, Cal Huss, Zach Ritz (pocket guides).
Denver Goals 2020:
Without a doubt the year 2020 will all be tilting towards the new Denver Studio and Office
construction. My goal is to anticipate, prepare for, and help facilitate our transition from 700 Kalamath
St. to the new Buell Media Center. What an exciting time, there will be a lot to do. This will certainly
include some slimming down of the office “artifacts” we are already surrounded by. I would like to get
the music collections in Denver in shape and catalog some new additions, to have new choices at our
new space. I don’t think we can say at this time everything that will need to happen for the move. It
will be important to involve our DJs in the tasteful decoration and adornment of the space. We want
the space to be universally welcoming, and wide participation should help form the visual aesthetic.
With numbers of Volunteer Orientation attendees down throughout 2019, this is easily identified as an
area in need of targeted work for 2020. If perhaps we have neared our capacity here at 700 Kalamath
St. with the one studio, expanding our facilities should expand participation at the Buell Media Center.
One approach will be direct outreach to the students of Arapahoe Community College. We have been

selected as one of the few non-profits to attend their Spring Semester Service Learning Fair Jan 27th and
28th. This should spark some interest by getting ACC students volunteering in exchange for credit hours.
By creating a new relationship with ACC and having Volunteer Orientation fliers at our Outreach tables
in the spring, we can comfortably anticipate no fewer than 50 oriented folks in 2020.
In spring 2019 we mapped the signal 99.1fm. I have a goal to do this again, with an eye towards
targeted outreach within the 99.1fm footprint. The goal is to find at least three community events this
summer and spring under the LPFM signal where KGNU can set an outreach table and tent. We will
need to use winter months to devise some 99.1fm specific fliers and other assets. I hope to work with
the same volunteers who helped with this effort in 2019, and others.
Finally I have a goal to manage the Sunday Night Live broadcasts at our new location in a way that
encourages more volunteer participation in promotion and execution.

Annual Report of Operations Director Evan Perkins
to the Board of Directors
of the Boulder Community Broadcast Association, Inc.
November 2019
It’s been a busy year, with a number of projects both large and small. Overall, I am proud of the
work I’ve been doing, and maintaining the workload, without sacrificing the interpersonal
connections that make KGNU special.
With help and inspiration from Carl Armon and station engineer Jim Mross, I feel much more
confident with hands-on repairs, mostly in the studios’ boards, but also at our transmitter sites
and elsewhere. The three of us are holding together our aging equipment with solder and
prayers.
An ongoing problem in the studios has been controlling the CD decks’ playback from the board
(“firing from the board”). Carl has a neighbor, an engineer, who has helped immensely with this
by adding components to the CD players themselves that can interpret the pulses from the
board when turning the channels on and off. Additionally, Carl and I rearranged the main Red
studio, mounting the CD players vertically in an equipment rack within easy reach for the DJs.
On occasion, the channels in the boards have failed, in this and other capacities, and with Jim’s
guidance and support, I’ve been getting in and replacing and configuring them for specific needs
from our supply of spares. A word of warning, though: the manufacturer of our boards, Radio
Systems Inc., has moved away from manufacturing and into representing another company’s
product line. Support for our old line of boards and stock of replacement parts will become
increasingly rare.
As resources allow, I’ve been replacing and upgrading our audio editing workstations in the
main and production studios. I’ve made use of the older computers for our pledge fund drives,
fully implementing data entry workstations for volunteers at the phone bank, toward the goal of
taking our drives paperless.
Due to various business restructuring, our high-bandwidth P2P internet connection is now
owned and run by Michael Beason and his company Boulder Wireless. Michael, our IT
consultants Free Range Geeks, and I have been working on a project to combine our two
internet pipes, the P2P and that provided by our telephone service provider, on one router,
thereby making effective use of both and having an immediate fallback if one or the other fails.
Elsewhere in the tech room, one of our three building Ethernet switched failed earlier this year,
leaving us functional but without a backup. Our volunteer Eric Scace has found a source for
donated switches to complement and back up our current set. He is also working on procuring a

building timeserver, which will allow time synchronization for our computers, and accurate
timekeeping in the studios, which has been a recurring problem.
This summer, the air conditioning in our AM transmitter shed failed, and the heat quickly built up
to well over 130 degrees. The transmitter shut itself off as an emergency measure to avoid
being damaged. I took a fan to cool the room as quickly as possible, and fortunately our HVAC
contractor was able to get a technician out there on that Sunday to get it running again. We
have a maintenance agreement already in place with them, but the cause of the A/C failure, a
bearing in the fan assembly, was simply not one of the items they routinely check.
At our FM transmitter site, I’ve reestablished our relationships with both the City of Lafayette
(who own the tower and grounds, and from whom we lease our tower space) and the Boulder
County Sheriff’s office (with whom we share a shed for our transmitters, along with power, air
conditioning, and other utilities). It seems that our primary contact at both offices retired at the
same time, and the responsibilities for our partnerships fell to others who had to play catch-up.
Ultimately, this has been a good experience for all of us, as we’ve reestablished lines of
communication and divisions of responsibilities.
Our triennial Alternative Broadcast Inspection Program (ABIP) came this summer. The ABIP is
offered by the Colorado Broadcasters Association as an alternative to random inspections by
the FCC. It assures that we are in full compliance with regulations and grants us immunity from
routine inspections for three years. This year’s inspection was largely successful, with a few
minor and easily correctable issues, but with one major problem that is still being investigated: a
second harmonic distortion on our 1390 AM signal. We will rent the necessary equipment to
track down the source of the problem, and our engineer will take on the task next week. The
inspector was very helpful going over the files and regulations and providing guidance, and I am
keeping him aware of the progress toward fixing the AM problem and generating the necessary
reports.
I’ve been working through the bureaucracy at the FCC to register, confirm, and update as
necessary our various antenna registrations. There is a movement within the FCC to auction off
part of the C-Band frequencies (which is what our satellite receiver uses) to 5G carries, which
could negatively impact our satellite program delivery. As part of the comments on this
consideration, I registered our satellite dish receiver with the FCC. Whether there will be an
industry shift toward Internet program delivery is still a question. I also found that the
coordinates for our microwave studio-transmitter link (STL) were incorrect in the FCC database,
and arranged to have that updated. I maintain our online Public Information Files.
As always, I help provide support for staff and volunteers. Last year at this time, Verity was just
coming on board, and I had been helping her get up to speed with some of the duties of the
Membership Department and training her on the membership database Memsys. Since then,
she has fully taken on the management of Memsys, programming queries and running

necessary reports, with little need for help. It’s been impressive to watch. I provided Rossana
and Carrie tech support where I can as they came on, as well.
We continue to get out into the community with remote broadcasts - our monthly broadcasts of
Eclipse and Dub Palace from the Goosetown Tavern and now the Meadowlark, our annual
broadcasts from RockyGrass, the Arise Festival, Saturday morning from the Boulder Farmers
Market, and the rekindled Destination Freedom: Black Radio Days events. All of these are using
the Internet-based Comrex system, which is very simple to use and incurs no additional
charges.
Likewise, many of our studio rentals are using Comrex as well. We work regularly with Colorado
Public Radio, the BBC, NPR, and so on. Last fiscal year’s revenue from studio rentals came in
at just below $11,000, a bit short of our goal. We raised our rental rates to market levels, and as
more and more organizations move to Comrex and other Internet-based audio-over-IP systems,
it’s looking increasingly likely that we will be able to drop our $88/month ISDN line (not anytime
soon, though). Additionally, I was happy to provide studio services to the Motus Theater for their
inaugural podcast UndocuAmerica.
Looking forward, I would like to continue learning time- and project management. With help from
SVP and their coaching project, I’ve made good progress toward these goals, and I am making
better use of our volunteers’ willingness to help. I will continue the project of writing instructions
for various needs, such as conducting interviews via phone and Skype, using the Mevo camera
to record and livestream, and others as the needs come up. I look forward to continuing to
upgrade our facilities to provide our stakeholders with the best experience possible in the year
ahead.

Monday 11 November 2019 KGNU Board of Directors and Annual Meeting Treasurer’s Report
We will be looking at the P&L Budget vs. Actual for October 2018 – September 2019.
The Profit & Loss for October 2018 - September 2019
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October 2018- September 2019 P&L
Our total income was about $873K. Our expenses were about $871K, so we had a net income to date of
almost $2K.
Contributions to income include: underwriting, car donations, CPB funding, grants, memberships, program
guide ad revenue, studio production time and training fees, and special events income.
Contributions to expenses include: debt service, employee benefits, interest, IT, insurance, office supplies,
professional fees, program acquisition, rents, salaries, and payroll taxes.
A detailed breakdown of income and expense categories ordered by amount can be seen in the pie charts on
page 2, while an abbreviated breakdown of income and expense categories can be seen on page 3.
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Income: October 2018-September 2019 (Total = $872,908)
Contributed income $556,750
Grants, Govt. grants $194,068
14.0%

Earned Income $122,090

22.2%

63.8%
Contributed income includes
memberships, car donations, and
matching grants.
Grants include Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, and unrestricted grants.

Earned income includes underwriting,
special events, production/training,
program guide revenue, fiscal
sponsorship, and interest/dividends.

Expenses: October 2018-September 2019 (Total = $871,032)

4.4%

Staffing $508,961
Programming/Broadcast $187,155
Operations $136,488
Fundraising $38,428

15.7%

21.5%

58.4%
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P&L Budget vs. Actual for October 2018 - September 2019
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At the end of September, our fiscal year end, we were at 99.5% of our budget goals (from October 2018September 2019), with a budget shortfall of $4,092. We were at 93% of our membership goal, a shortfall of
$37,326. We were at 150% of our budget goal for unrestricted grants.
Expenses
Our total expenses at the end of September were at 99% of our projected amount. Repairs and maintenance
were at 170% of budget, with $12,731 of expenses compared to a budget estimate of $7,500.
Overall
Because we were at 99.5% of income goals and 99% of budgeted expenses from October 2018- September
2019, our Net Income is above the budget estimate: $1,876 compared to our budgeted value of $0.

Respectfully submitted by Carl Armon, 9 November 2019
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND THE KGNU COMMUNITY
KGNU BOARD OF DIRECTORS ANNUAL MEETING~NOVEMBER 11, 2019
CAPITAL EXPANSION COMMITTEE-Established in September 2018.
The purpose of the CAPITAL EXPANSION COMMITTEE is to strategically structure, support, and
to sustain KGNU’s 4+ year effort to raise the necessary capital funds to implement KGNU’s
vision to expand its primary physical space in Boulder, CO to establish an environmentally
sustainable multi-cultural community media center and regional media-makers space serving
the Front Range.
Monthly meeting 1st Monday of Month at 4:30pm Boulder Station
CEC Members:
Steering Committee:
Tim Russo
Liz Lane
Carl Armon
Ginger Perry
Robert Hastings
Tim Rohrer
Michael Donovan
At Large:
Nona Gandleman
Duncan Campbell
2019 Accomplishments


Finalized terms and conditions of the match contract with the City of Boulder



Consolidated the activity of the CCS collective (see below)



Stood a Capital Expansion steering committee focused on donor stewardship, advancing
the dollar goals of the capital project through the 2020 quiet phase



Engaged Nia Wassink and Mission Launch to co-ordinate KGNU capital campaign
structure



Completed and Incorporated a KGNU Stakeholder Survey into donor plan and
committee timeline.



Developed electronic donor prospect tracking and stewardship accountability material



Developed multi-year donor cards and collateral materials



Held two Board training and coaching sessions



Held more than a dozen prospect meetings

COMMUNITY, CULTURE SAFETY COLLECTIVE:
(KGNU, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, Studio Arts, Meals on Wheels, Community
Cycles)







Executed one year contract with RDM Consultants, Denver
With RDM, developed Essence of Boulder CCS pitch
Developed detail of volunteer opportunities/collateral for contributing to CCS
Developed B Corp target list
Review of more than a 100 prospects for contacts/donor background
Submitted $1,000,000+ of proposals to corporate donor prospects

Development Committee Annual Report November 11, 2019
Our major Accomplishment was to create a formal committee description, jobs and
responsibilities of committee members along with an application to become a part of the
committee.
The Development Committee’s main goals and activities are to support the Director of
Development and the Membership Director in all of their activities which include but not limited
to, renewal and thank you calls, researching grants and whatever is needed to help with the
success of each position.
In this past year, some members of the committee have attended New Member Orientations at
the Boulder Chamber of Commerce.
We have brainstormed ideas and names of potential Underwriting Sponsors
We developed promos for Planned Giving and Auto donations
We assisted in creating the KGNU Program Magazine

Goals for the next year:
We have discussed creating an Underwriting Manual
Brainstorm on how to grow our Station Demographics, and who else should be listening? How
do we reach them?
We established the goal of assisting Dev. Director in producing $5,000.00/month in
underwriting dollars
We, of course would like a few new members too

KGNU Nominating Committee Annual Report
November 11, 2019 (Revised 12-3-19)
Nominating Committee Purpose Statement
The Nominating Committee is responsible for recruitment and recommendation of new
Board Members, for making recommendations on continuing Board Members, and for
presenting a slate of officers at the Annual Meeting. The Board may call on the Nominating Committee to help with Board development and effectiveness.
(KGNU Bylaws, Section 7.10.2.1)
Members
Volunteers:
Marge Taniwaki, Dennis Glowniak, Liz Lane, Robert Hastings, Bill Hogrewe
Staff:
Evan Perkins, Tim Russo
Board:
Elena Klaver
Chairs: Joy Barrett & Nile Southern
Meeting Schedule
Third Monday of each month at 6 p.m. at Boulder Station
Key Accomplishments of 2019
•
Improved Tracking Grid for monitoring prospects, candidates and applicants.
•
Added new members to the Committee: Robert Hastings & Bill Hogrewe. Liz Lane is continuing
with the committee after stepping off the board. Elena Klaver is the board liaison, as of October,
2019.
•
Consulted with SVP regarding Committee process and enhancing recruitment.
•
Began identifying compatible groups to partner with to expand mutually beneficial partnerships
and pools for potential board prospects.
•
Began scripting recruitment video for ‘Going Deeper’ as a volunteer.
•
Participated in Strategic Planning’s survey questions.
•
Developed an intake form for capturing potential candidates heard on KGNU.
•
Attended networking events, including BIBA and Spring Start-up event.
•
Recommended 2020 slate of candidates for KGNU Executive Committee.
•
Received one application from strong, qualified candidate; processing will be completed in
spring at applicant's request.
•
Facilitated other prospects in application process.
Key Goals for 2020
•
Facilitate the election of at least two new Board members.
•
Create recruiting video targeting volunteers and listener-members.
•
Systematize processes for cultivating & nurturing prospective board members; encouraging
deeper volunteer involvement.
•
Continue process of reviewing, revising, updating NomCom’s SOPs.
•
Expand outreach to Meet-ups and other new communities to identify prospective board
member candidates.
•
Make regular appeals to staff (and volunteer base) for nomination ideas.
•
Add new members to the committee who can bring new ideas, perspectives, and connections to
communities who can enhance KGNU’s work and broaden our diversity.
•
Assist the board as requested, with board member development and other needs.
•
HAVE FUN! Create social mixers whereby potential prospects can mingle.

Progress Against Strategic Goals – FY 2019
1. To strongly support and exemplify the spirit of community,
inclusiveness and safety in all aspects of KGNU’s culture and
operations
Actual progress
- Board and staff have undergone three intensive half-day Anti-Oppression
Trainings with a fourth half day session coming up in December
- Hired Rossana Longo-Better as a new bilingual news reporter (on-air and
multimedia) (Staff)

More work yet to be done
- Regarding the Anti-Oppression trainings, more follow up and plans needed to
increase equity within the KGNU organization (moving from theory into practice)
(BOD and Staff)
- Operationally keeping the factors of increased inclusiveness and equity in mind
in the course of day-to-day operations (Staff)
- Regarding the growing of the Board and Committees, there are some steep
barriers to entry, particularly for PoC. More consideration needed in seeking
ways to reduce these barriers. (BOD and Nom Com)

2. To have an organizational structure that is agile, efficient and
supports BCBA growth
Actual progress
- Made progress on the Employee Handbook (BOD)
- Initiated and brought to closure the issue around On-Air DJs (BOD and Board
Committees)
- Solicited input from key stakeholders… consolidated responses…
and then brought issue to closure taking into account what was best for
the Station
- This process provides a template for addressing future historically
hard-to-resolve issues—enabling them to be brought to closure in
some reasonable period of time.

More work yet to be done
- Employee handbook is still in the process of editing – too much legally
restrictive language. This all needs to be brought to closure. (BOD)
- There is a definite need for identifying more qualified people who are willing to
serve on our Board and Committees. (BOD and Nom Com)
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- There is a need to better document each Committee’s Statement of Purpose,
Roles and Standard Operating Procedures. (Board Committees)
- Seeking tool for volunteer management and reporting; must integrate with
other KGNU info systems. (Staff)

3. Upgraded BCBA broadcast facilities
Actual progress
- KGNU Denver 2.0: KGNU’s planned move to the collaborative media
environment at the forthcoming Buell Media Center facilities (currently under
construction) at 21st and Arapahoe Streets in downtown Denver in the summer
of next year. (Station Manager and Denver Program Manager)
- Opportunity to build modern state of the art studio facilities in Denver.
Consequently, Denver studios will be updated first before Boulder.

More work yet to be done

4. To provide a vibrant multicultural community media center
Actual progress
- Building of the Capital Expansion Committee (CEC)
- The Silent phase of the Capital Campaign has begun and is strongly underway
(CEC and BOD)

More work yet to be done
- By the end of 2020 secure at least 50% of our total Capital Campaign target
(CEC and BOD)

5. To have diverse and sustainable revenue models that increase
contributed and earned revenue
Actual progress
- Improved overall financial reporting (Budget Committee and BOD Treasurer)
- Applied for and landed more grants and consequently secured more grant
dollars (Staff)

More work yet to be done
- Underwriting revenue still low. Improving support and structure to improve this.
(Staff)

6. Increased civic engagement and community impact
Actual progress
- 2019 Retreat was well attended and provided an opportunity to catch up with
colleagues who we might not run into all that often during the year. (BOD)
2

- In 2019 there were more people physically visiting the station, as evidenced by
the need for more janitorial services due to the increased community traffic
visiting the station. (Staff)
- KGNU Denver 2.0: KGNU’s planned move to the collaborative media
environment at the forthcoming Buell Media Center facilities (currently under
construction) at 21st and Arapahoe Streets in downtown Denver in the summer
of 2020. (Station Manager and Denver Program Manager)
- In Denver, potentially greater public visibility and increased
opportunities of collaboration with other Denver media organizations.
- Fabulous and fun 2019 Events garnering community support and interest
(Events Committee)
- KGNU is more visibly an important player in the philanthropic and grant-maker
communities

More work yet to be done
- Regarding future retreats, some concern about keynote relevance. Should
there be a keynote presentation, or perhaps more time spent on practical
KGNU-centric building of skills? (BOD)
- Regarding KGNU Events, could have greater diversity in terms of who is
attracted to these and who attends. (Events Committee)
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Program Committee Annual Report
Monday, November 11th, 2019
Current Chair: Rebekah Hartman
This report encompasses the Program Committee (known as ProComm) Meeting Summaries
from November 2018 -2019. ProComm typically meets the 4th Tuesday of the month at the
Boulder Station from 6-7:30pm and is comprised of the Committee Chair, Secretary to the
committee, Music Director, News Director, Denver Program Manager and dedicated committee
members.
The committee reviewed 11 music programs and 10 news programs that were recommended by
our staff. The intention with these detailed programming reviews is shared with the respective
volunteer programmers in a timely matter with an opportunity to discuss growth, protocol and
appreciation for the programming.
The beginning of 2019 the committee asked the staff members to set some goals/intentions for
the year. The Music Director requested that we review 12 music programs through 2019 (we are
just one show away from reaching that goal!) Strong interest in making sure that seasoned
programmers be included in review. The News Director requested that we increase awareness
towards our digital platform. This has grown tremendously in 2019 with access to our content in
various online locations including (iTunes). AfterFM has also gained awareness in 2019, with
more listeners accessing this platform. Our Denver Program Manager requested that the
committee be aware of and support KGNU’s relationship with Destination Freedom and desires
more volunteer support for Denver based programming and events.
KGNU has had only a few shifts to the weekly program schedule. Project Censored replaced
Reveal on Tuesday afternoons. There were a few other tweaks to our morning magazine.
The committee was asked for input on several different Standard Operating Procedures during
2019 including show transitions and handoffs, especially between the Denver and Boulder
station. We looked over and will share feedback with the Station Manager on Election Policy
Procedures and we also discussed basic studio etiquette. The Program Committee also
assisted in the creation of New Show Proposal form that will implemented after final review.
The year also brought us a staff shift, welcoming Carrie Marks to the KGNU staff as Interim
Music Director from July- November.

KGNU Events Committee: FY 2018-2019 Annual Report
● Charter: To organize KGNU benefit events.
● Meetings: First Wednesday of every month at 6:00 p.m. at the Boulder Studios.
● Current members: Meredith Carson (Chair), Madelaine Cave, Karen Gruber, Eli
Kalen, Kathy Metzger, Yukari Miyamae, Victoria Medina, Board liaisons Rise
Keller and Elena Klaver, and KGNU staff members Dave Ashton and Sarah
Shirazi.
● Contact Chair Meredith Carson (events@kgnu.org) for information about how
to get involved with the Events Committee.
● FY 2018-2019 financial goal: $30,000; net revenue $33,286 ($3286 over budget).
From October 2018-September 2019, we produced the following events for KGNU:
1. Nov. 9, 2018: An Evening with Noam Chomsky (Skype Talk), two locations
(Boulder and Denver)- Net revenue: $4,548
2. Jan. 31, 2019: Community Conversation on Plastic Waste at Longmont Museum
3. Feb. 23, 2019: KGNU/CFCZ Annual Mardi Gras Dance Party – Net revenue: $2,914
4. May Events 2019
a. Alamo DraftHouse $675
b. Zuni Street Brewing $500
c. Gleam Car Wash $370
5. June 2, 2019: Annual Plant and Art Sale – Net revenue: $3,430
6. July, 21, 2019: Annual Charles Sawtelle Memorial Mountain Jam- Net revenue:
$7,174
7. Sept. 1 and 6, 2019: Annual CD & Record Sale – Net revenue: $12,247
Upcoming 2019- 2020 Events
1. Nov. 20, 2019: Cultura Viva Live Music Broadcast
2. Dec. 13, 2019: Holidaze Party for KGNU volunteer community
3. Jan. 25, 2020: Annual All-Station Retreat
4. Feb. 1, 2020: Annual KGNU/Colorado Friends of Cajun and Zydeco Mardi Gras
Dance Party
5. Feb. 6, 2020: Community Conversation with KGNU/CU-Boulder FLOWS on
Sustainability
6. Feb. 13, 2020: KGNU’s Tangerine Dinner
7. End of May/Early June: Annual Plant and Art Sale
8. July 19, 2020: Annual Charles Sawtelle Memorial Mountain Jam
9. Aug. / Sept.: Annual CD & Record Sale
10. Other events: TBD
Projected income for 2019-2020: $30,000

